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ABSTRACT

The Middlesex Spatial Interactive Visualisation Environment (M-Sieve) is a spatiotemporal visual analytics tool for exploring computer network activity. M-Sieve allows the user to filter and visualize data through facets to explore and find patterns. To help guide exploration, we developed a set of rules which are used to derive a variable we call the ‘Concern Level Assessment’ (CLA). The CLA is based on attributes of nodes on the network. The rules were developed by eliciting inferences from network security domain experts. The combination of M-Sieve and the CLA allowed us to address the problem presented by the VAST 2012 Competition - Mini Challenge 1.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The IEEE VAST 2012 Mini-Challenge 1 (MC 1) [1] set the task of investigating activity within the computer network of the Bank of Money (BOM), which stretches over the whole of BankWorld (including multiple time zones). The BOM network has 888,977 machines. The data provided for the problem comprises metadata indicating the health of each machine sampled at fifteen-minute intervals over a 48-hour period (192 time points in all).

In this paper we describe our solution to the challenge. We begin by describing the use of off-the-shelf tools for initially exploring and storing the raw data. We then describe the M-Sieve tool and the Concern Level Assessment (CLA). Finally, we give examples of how these were used to identify problems in BOM’s network.

2 OFF-THE-SHELF TOOLS

The off-the-shelf tools we used were:

- **MS Excel** to view and drill down to the raw data.
- **SPSS** for deriving central tendency and variability statistics for numbers of connections in given contexts (machine class, function and time of day). This was used in the derivation of the CLA.
- **MySQL** for storing the raw data.

3 CONCERN LEVEL ASSESSMENT (CLA) RULES

To better interpret the patterns within the data, and distinguish between the important and anomalous we developed a machine inferred variable called ‘Concern Level Assessment’ (CLA) which is based on parameters within the data. To establish a basis for calculating CLA we first conducted a series of knowledge elicitation interviews with network security experts using samples from the data as context. We then used findings from the interviews to develop a set of 97 inference rules that could be used to perform a cursory, automated interpretation of the data. The rules embody abductive inferences from parameters including machine type (class and function), policy status, activity flag, number of connections (statistically determined to be either normal or abnormal based on a given class and function of machine) and time of day (during or after business hours).

We used the rules to derive a CLA on a six-point scale: normal, low, medium-low, medium, medium-high, and high. Normal indicates that a machine is of no concern (e.g., the machine has activity flag 1, policy status 1 and has a number of connection that is within the mean + 1 standard deviation for that machine class for that time of day), whilst high indicates a machine is of significant concern (e.g., a machine that has a virus or a machine with an abnormally high level of connections for that machine type and is suffering from 100% CPU consumption and it is afterhours). In addition, we derive a CLA of very high where a machine has policy status five and activity flag five since this indicates that the machine is both infected with a virus and has an external device added (this is of extra concern as it may result in a rapid spread of infection). We aim to publish futhers details the CLA, including the rules and how they were generated, in the near future.

4 M-SIEVE

In this section we describe the Middlesex Spatial Interactive Visualisation Environment. We use the name M-Sieve to denote an ease for quickly and easily filtering (or sieve) large amounts of data.

The M-Sieve interface Figure 1 has three areas. To the left is a map of BankWorld (a) with overlays indicating the different locations of machines. Colour is used to indicate the maximum policy status of machines at each location, shape indicates location type (branch, data centre, etc.), and size indicates the number of machines at a location (on a user definable scale). The regions are overlaid on top, and a white or black background symbolises whether or not the time at that location is within business hours.

The right-hand side of the interface contains an attribute explorer (b), which represents each attribute as an interactive histogram [2]. The attribute explorer shows the distribution of machines over a vertically arranged set of horizontal histograms, where each histogram corresponds to an attribute extracted from the dataset (from top to bottom): policy status, activity flag,
machine class, machine function and number of connections. These are visualised on a logarithmic scale.

Selecting a column on a histogram creates a filter corresponding to the associated bin range. Multiple column selections on a given histogram create an OR query using the selected ranges. Selecting bins across histograms creates an AND query between histograms. On selection, the query is automatically executed and the histograms are dynamically updated to show the distribution of values on the subset.

Using multiple coordinated views [3] updates in the attribute explorer are automatically reflected in the map view. Conversely, regions can be selected within the map to further subset the data.

The final part of the interface is a time-bar (c). Clicking on the bar moves an indicator to that time-point and loads the corresponding status of machines according to the current filter. A play/pause button can also be used to automatically play through the dataset, with the map view and histograms synchronously updating with each time point.

The UI also contains further menu options, including the ability to view the CLA of each individual machine within the current filter (i.e. drill-down). This is presented as a table, but can also be exported to other visualisations. For example, Figure 2 shows a TreeMap [4] visualisation of the concern level across all machines at 2pm BMT on the 2nd of February.

5 Example Of Use

Using M-Sieve and the CLA, we identified a number of anomalous events within the dataset. In a real life scenario, a real-time system would provide a network security analyst with a CLA alert of descending priority. For example, at time point: 2pm BMT, 2nd February, the following alerts would be provided:

- **1 machine at CLA High** – Machine requires immediate action. For example, server 172.2.194.20 in HQ datacenter-2, Region 36 is rated high due to virus infection.
- **811 machines at CLA Medium-High** – Machines require attention, but the reason is not conclusive. For example, Web Server 172.8.28.77 has activity flag 4 and a statistically high number of connections for a web server. This can indicate a denial of service attack.
- **12,065 machines at CLA Medium** – Machines need to be monitored to see whether they escalate over time. For example, some servers in the Region 10 Headquarters are rated CLA medium due to the number of login failures. These are expected for workstations but not for servers.

Another example of how the CLA helped us was in the investigation of machines at the headquarters in Region 10, where all have at least some level of concern. The majority are rated medium-low, but we determine that the facility as a whole is a cause for concern. The majority of the low and medium-low concern levels were due to machines with a policy status other than 1. These concerns are also flagged for a high number of connections, login failures, and high CPU consumption on specific machines types.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

M-Sieve, a tool for performing spatiotemporal network analysis, was developed to visualise and investigate the VAST 2012 Mini Challenge one dataset. In the process, interesting patterns were discovered that were then interpreted using CLA rules generated with the help of domain experts. We hope to continue to improve both M-Sieve and the CLA, and further investigate how they improve the task of network security analysis. We would also like to evaluate how well our tool can improve situational awareness when applied to domains other than network security.
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